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About This Game

Prepare for your journey to becoming one of golf's all-time greats in this career based golf game. Choose one of six tours to
start on and develop your golfer as you battle the rest of the tour for the tournament cup chases or just to stay alive on the tour

without going broke! Each of the six tours offers their own unique systems and challenges as you work your way from the
junior circuit to the pro tour and eventually ride off into the sunset on the senior tour. Fill up your trophy case and become a

golfing legend with Draft Day Sports: Pro Golf. The game comes with two premium courses built in, a free course design
program and additional courses available for purchase as add-ons.
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This is a cool little gaming artifact of the late 1990s. Coming out a year after BioWare's premier game, Shattered Steel, it has
numerous similarities\u2014outdoor maps, deforming terrain, a story about AI gone rogue, a rather tank-like feel, etc. But, it is
a little more Quake than Mechwarrior, in that it has a 1-through-10 weapon roster, health pickups, and just-slightly-archaic-for-
the-time sprite based enemies.

It's hard to say that it's a better game than the average for the time, but it does have a good sense of focus and style, dropping a
lot of cruft that began to appear around this time (e.g., overly elaborate mission briefings and loadout screens), and embracing
cinematic cutscenes and a throbbing CD-audio soundtrack.

Also, it's a Russian game about a collectivist industrial AI gone wrong, so that's some neat flavor right off the bat.. Heavily
derivative but expertly put together. This is a Touhou fangame in all but name, and if that sounds just fine by you then you're in
for a treat. The patterns are fun, the music is great and the way the two tie into eachother adds a lot to the experience. Highly
recommended.. interesting (albeit really complex) plot
+ good-ish visuals, especially the interiors
+ excellent music
+ fairly player-friendly UI
+ I liked questioning witnesses and finding clues

- some puzzles are timed
- quite difficult quizzes at the end of each day (had to use UHS-hints for all of them)
- a boatload of characters, easy to mix them up. As much as I love "choose your own adventure" games, I wouldn't recommend
this one. Why? Because while you'd think your choices would matter like in other similar games, they really don't. Most choices
you face lead to the same exact results and I don't mean it as in the long run. Let's say you have the choice between killing or not
killing someone. First run through you'll go with one choice and next one pick the opposite choices figuring the story would be
entirely different but no. If you choose to spare the person the game will let you but most of the time when you choose to kill
the person, you'll either fail or be interrupted, effectively making the game painfully linear.

You can't choose your own adventure, it's already been chosen for you.. This is the future of RO2. The only dark spot on this
chrome is the story is a relatively short one, compared to, say, "Choice of Robots".
Otherwise a good look through the mirror darkly at our not so distant tommorow.

Traditionally cyberpunk stories are either on the side of the law, or the lawless.
Here we can see both and walk a fine line.

Good read, good interaction, totally worth the money and time spent.
Wouldnt mind a sequel at all.. Don't waste your money, A. got so far to get stuck in a room B. can't run it on high graphics cause
its so laggy (not my computers fault either I run Amnesia:Machine for Pigs well) C. isn't very scary......However when you can
see it on high graphics it is beautiful.. Honestly, the worst Shadowrun video game I've played, I tried to like it, but its just... sad.
I've played and loved every other Shadowrun game that has come out, other than this.. bloody hell, i love it
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Nice and entertaining. No bugs or glitches found so far.. Why is my body half way through the floor?. Very nice game!
I have one problem and that is the cutscenes cut off too early and the visuals don't catch up to the audio!
Is there some kind of settings I can change on my computer to make it work?. This is the great recording software for game
recording.. I'm really really love this game from Java mobile games in 2006-07, very addicted and attractive. A few months ago,
I saw this game but can't buy. But a yesterday, I see a remastered version, so I didn't hesitate buy immediately. If you love the
block and tetris, specially OST and background theme. This is for you!. TLDR; An exciting platform capable of producing
HUGE resolution paintings with highly customizable brushes. I have never used a painting application and been inspired BY the
painting application itself before Black Ink.

To get a good impression of this product and its developers visit the Black ink forum: 
http:\/\/forum.bleank.com\/viewforum.php?f=3

The following is based on my personal experience and user feedback I've read in the discussion boards.

Be aware that this software is:

- In development. Updates roll out on a regular basis, and u2 (developer) is highly responsive to suggestions and issues. Some
tools you might depend on may not be included in the current version. For example, at the time of writing this review there is no
smudge tool but it is slated for inclusion.

- Highly GPU intensive, but from what I can tell most dedicated gpus work fine. Check for compatibility. If you're not super
familiar with computers or other painting applications, know that this is unusual. GPU vs CPU will mean that just because other
painting applications work for you, it is not guaranteed that this one will. It did not work at all on my laptop, but works
wonderfully on my desktop. Try the demo. Paint something HUGE. ;)

- Has node-based programmable brush controllers. Your typical sliders (color, size, opacity, etc.) are still there, but you can go
under the hood to customize your brush by tying the behavior of various brush parameters to the input of your choosing. There
is a lot of untapped potential here. If you're the experimental type or mathematically inclined, you have to check this out.

- Focuses on non-realistic painting, but CAN do realistic just fine. For either type, visit the brush section of the forum to see
what the community has created.. Great Game, dont let you scare away by the graphics. Game dont want to work with
controllers except the x360 one
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